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idea, feels himself independent and free vis-a-vis the object
When the idea is the principal orientating; factor, it
assimilates the subject to its own quality just as completely
as the subject tries to assimilate the idea to himself through
the shaping of the material of experience. Thus, as in
the above-mentioned attitude to the object, there takes
place a dissimilation of the subject from himself, in the
reversed sense, however, viz. in favour of the idea.
The inherited archetype survives all ages; it is a factor
superordinated to every change upon the phenomenal
plane, preceding and superseding all individual experience.
Hence the idea acquires a particular force. Its activation
transveys a pronounced feeling of power into the subject,
since it assimilates the subject to itself by means of Inner
unconscious identification. There dawns within the subject
a feeling of power, independence, freedom, and eternity.
(Cf. Kant's postulate of God, freedom, and immortality.)
When the subject senses the free activity of his idea
exalted above the reality of facts, the idea of freedom
makes its natural claim upon him. If his ideologism is
pure, he must certainly arrive at a conviction of free-will.
The antithesis here reviewed is highly characteristic
for our types. The extravert is distinguished by his
striving towards the object, his feeling into and identifica-
tion with the object, and his willed dependence upon the
object. He is influenced by the object In the same degree
as he strives to assimilate it. The introvert, on the other
hand, is distinguished by his apparent self-assertion in
presence of the object. He struggles against every
dependence upon the object; he repels every influence
from the object; on occasion he even fears the object.
All the more, however, is he dependent upon the idea
which shields him from outer reality and yields him this
feeling of inner freedom; albeit, in return, it also gives
him a pronounced power psychology.

